Introduction
We are interested in specific structured matrices obtained from [5] which arise from combinatorial problems. The goal is to compute their respective characteristic polynomials. Let A(x, y) represent the matrix of interest with dimension n ⇥ n. The entries are of the form by definition, where I n is the n ⇥ n identity matrix. The matrix sizes range from 16 to 256, so using the general purpose routine in a computer algebra system like Maple can work for small cases but the larger cases take several days.
Magma constructs the characteristic matrix A I n and computes its determinant using the Bareiss fraction-free algorithm [1] . It modifies Gaussian elimination based on Sylveter's identity and does O(n 3 ) arithmetic operations in Z[ , x, y] including exact divisions.
Maple computes the characteristic polynomial using the Berkowitz algorithm [2] . It computes C( , x, y) using O(n 4 ) ring operations in Z[x, y] with no divisions. We have included timings in the benchmarks section for comparison. The Berkowitz method is a lot faster than the fraction-free method in Maple for our structured matrices for n = 16, 32, 64. This is because the intermediate polynomials in the Bareiss algorithm grow in size to become larger than C( , x, y) and so the divisions become expensive.
Parallel Modular Algorithm
In this poster we present a parallel implementation in Cilk C of a modular algorithm for computing the characteristic polynomial of A(x, y). Figure 1 describes the algorithm. For each prime p we evaluate the matrix A(x, y) at x = ↵ i and y = j modulo p to reduce the problem to a matrix in Z n⇥n p . To compute C( , ↵ i , j ) we use the Hessenberg algorithm [3] which transforms the matrix into Hessenberg form then computes the characteristic polynomial by a recurrence relation. It does O(n 3 ) field operations and it forms the base of our modular algorithm as shown in Figure 1 .
Each each prime p in step 1 and each evaluation in step 2 could be done in parallel. We don't do the primes in parallel because we don't use a coe cient bound to determine the number of primes. Instead we parallelize within each prime by evaluating x only in parallel. This was su cient for near-maximum parallel speed up.
Optimizations
Let C( , x, y) = P n i=0 c i (x, y) i . For our structured matrices the coe cient of i may be rewritten as Table 1 shows the data for the 16 by 16 problem. The exponents f i , g i , h i are large enough that if they were to be optimized, each one will speed up the computation by a factor of two or more. To find these exponents, we evaluate each variable of the matrix separately at a random point modulo a prime p. Then we apply the algorithm on univariate matrices to obtain images C( , , y) and C( , x, ) modulo p. From these images we can determine f i , g i and h i with high probability. Then we optimize the computation of C( , x, y) modulo p as follows. Consider interpolating the variable x in step 4 after interpolating y. Let E = {↵ 1 , ↵ 2 , . . . } be evaluation points, and V i = {c i (↵ 1 , y), c i (↵ 2 , y), . . . } be the values.
Lowest Degree
This lowest degree optimization applies to both variables, as most of lowest degrees are non-zero. For each
Then regular interpolation will give s i (x, y)y g i (x 2 1) h i .
Even Degree
All the terms in s i (x, y) have even degrees in x. So if we interpolate x 2 , the number of evaluation points will halve. To do so, simply square each value in E, and proceed as usual. The polynomial recovered will have half of the original degree, then simply double each exponent to recover c i (x, y).
Non-zero Factors
Most coe cients of have a factor of (x 2 1) h i , for a large h i . Removing this reduces the number of evaluation points needed and the integer coe cient size of c i (x, y), hence also the number of primes needed. For each ↵ j 2 E, we divide each V i value by (↵ 2 j 1) h i which means ↵ j must not be ±1.
Combined
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Benchmarks
Timings can be found in Table 2 . The machines are given with their RAM sizes, number of cores and processor speeds (in GHz). All machines run Fedora 22. We use primes that are around 30 bits. The number in brackets is for the number of primes needed based on a bound (see [4] 
